Classification: Non-exempt

Range: not rated
11.10/hr.
City of Brush!

Golf Course Groundskeeper - Seasonal
General Statement of Duties: Responsible for maintaining the grounds and turf of golf course.
Answers directly to and is under the supervision and direction of the Groundskeeper.
Essential Functions:
-

Grounds maintenance

Examples of Duties:
The following duty statements are not intended and should not be interpreted to be an exhaustive
list of all responsibilities, skills, efforts or working conditions associated with this position. Other
duties and responsibilities are performed as assigned.
-

Operates powered equipment such as mowers, tractors, string trimmers, electric clippers
and sod cutters as directed.

-

Responsible for the safe operation of equipment.

-

Ensures all turf is maintained as directed including (but not limited to) chemical
application, mowing, trimming, edging, sod installation and irrigation.

-

Edges, rakes and maintains sand bunkers.

-

Mixes and sprays fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides onto grass, shrubs and trees;
sprays and trims or pulls weeds on entire grounds.

-

Prunes or trims trees, shrubs and hedges as directed.

-

Gathers and removes all litter on the grounds.

-

Operates irrigation system as directed, reports any damage to and malfunctions of system
and assists with repairs.

-

Rakes and removes leaves.

-

Maintains and repairs tools and equipment.

-

Identifies and reports any area that could present a safety or health hazard. Assists with
and makes repairs as directed.
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-

Assists contractors when needed as directed.

-

Performs other duties as assigned.

Job Requirements and Difficulty of Work:
Ability to deal with the general public and fellow workers in a cordial and professional manner.
Ability to use and learn the proper use of power equipment.
Ability to follow complex oral and written directions.
Ability to maintain basic records on work activities, work schedule.
Must possess a valid CO driver license.
The employee shall work well under pressure, meet multiple and sometimes competing
deadlines.
The employee shall at all times demonstrate cooperative behavior with colleagues and
supervisors.
Physical Requirements and Work Environment:
This position’s physical demand requirements place the position in the Heavy category according to the U.S.
Department of Labor’s Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Volume II, Fourth Edition, Revised 1991.

Occasional (1%-33%)

Frequent (34%-66%)

Constant (67%-100%)

Requires standing, walking, sitting, climbing, squatting, crawling, stooping, kneeling, carrying
and overhead reaching occasionally.
Requires angular reaching, wrist flexion/extension, elbow flexion/extension, wrist/elbow
rotation, and grasping constantly.
Ability to carry with one hand objects such as: shovel, broom, hand drill, circular saw, pry bar,
drill box and various hand tools frequently.
Ability to carry with two hands 75 pounds for 10 ft. occasionally.
Ability to lift 50 pounds from floor to waist level occasionally.
Ability to lift 75 pounds from height of approx. 36 inches off ground to waist level occasionally.
Ability to pull 20 pounds for 50 ft. occasionally.
Exposed to forceful exertions, postural stresses and upper extremity / whole body vibrations.
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Worksite conditions include: noise, temperature changes, extreme temperatures, wet/humid
conditions, confined areas and fumes/dust/dirt.
Occasionally exposed to sharp tools and slippery flooring.
Requires sustained attention, feeling sensation and balance.
Qualifications:
Experience with lawn care, irrigation and/or equipment maintenance preferred.
General knowledge of golf preferred.
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